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Convert and burn your Blu-ray files to DVD in one click.  Conversions are completed quickly,
giving you the best quality possible. Select the audio and subtitles of your choice from the
video, burn to hard disk or DVD.

Blu-ray converter to DVD

Convert Blu-ray videos to DVD and watch on any DVD player
Top image quality and fast conversion
No computer experience needed!

Key features

Easy to use
Convert Blu-ray videos to DVD in an easy 1, 2, 3 step process:

1)  Select the Blu-ray video and choose the audio and subtitle tracks
2)  Use the quality analyzer to adjust settings for best quality
3)  Just sit back and relax!  The burning will begin if the option is checked.

The live preview allows you to watch the conversion process.  With the VSO burning engine
included in the software, burn your project onto DVD automatically. Add an elegant DVD menu
for easy navigation and choose to include original chapters points from the Blu-ray movie or
create your own.

*No external codecs or additional software needed except for a decrypter if converting from
protected Blu-ray disks.

Quality control
Perfect quality
Use our quality advisor to adjust the settings of your project to get the best quality.  See
before you even start the conversion process what the quality will be and adjust settings
for fine tuning. Never be disappointed again by poor quality results!
Blu-ray To DVD also uses our advanced Image Filter to converts images down from HD to SD
(for compatibility with any DVD player).  Our image filter has already proven itself to be
one of the best image resizing solutions on the market today.

Simplified with Advanced technology
Our advanced discriminator technology does all the hard work for you behind the scenes. 
Whether you want to convert a movie or a Blu-ray series, the discrimintor presents the main
files you need and insures the correct ordering of the files.  This means no more sorting
through long lists of video files wondering which file is the right one to select - our
software does it all for you.  Not only that, but for films with multiple angles, a special
preview module helps you choose which angle you want to convert.

Extra Fast
Our software has been optimized for multi-core processors meaning you get even faster
conversions.

DVDs to play on any player
The result will play on any DVD player.  Create a DVD for PAL or NTSC region and also select
whether you want the result to be fullscreen or widescreen.  Create a DVD with multiple
audio and subtitle files and select them like a real Blu-ray or DVD either via the menu or
by using the subtitle button or your remote control to switch between the languages on your
DVD.  A settings and chapter menu are created for easy navigation.  Our burning engine
supports all DVD types and brands. 
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Output format

Video:

DVD standard

Compatible with any DVD player composed of:
Audio_TS folder (always empty)
Video_TS folders (with BUP, IFO, VOB files)

Audio:

Stereo
Multi-channel
AC-3, 5.1 channels
Mpeg

Subtitle:

DVDsub (activate in menu or with remote control)

Formats:

PAL / NTSC
4:3 / 16:9

Disks*:

DVD +/- R
DVD +/- RW
DVD +/- DL

*Blu-ray To DVD includes a burning engine and can burn to any type of DVD. Recommended
quality brands, are Sony, Verbatim, Taiyo Yuden.

System requirements

Hardware

Processor Intel Pentium III / AMD Athlon
      (Intel Pentium 4 / AMD Athlon XP or equivalent recommended)
 512 MB RAM with Windows XP
      1 GB RAM with Windows Vista
 Hard disk drive with at least 4.3 Gbytes free
Blu-ray reader/optical drive

Operating System
Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista, Windows 7

Extra tools
A blu-ray decrypter such as AnyDVD is needed if converting from a blu-ray disk.
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